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Much has changed since our 2009 edition. 
After the tumultuous and destructive global 
financial crisis, the world has moved on, but 
the path of progress has been difficult. Given 
the current geopolitical reality, significant 
economic uncertainty and profound change 
in the regulatory and consumer environ-
ments, PwC1 found participants in this 
edition of our survey to be struggling with 
the reality of the new normal, ever increas-
ing change and uncertainty. 

Just as prior perspectives in our survey 
reflected the situation at the time so does 
the 2011 survey. Change, its impact and 
consequences define what our respondents 
think about the position and potential of 
their businesses. 

The survey provides a number of  
perspectives on private banking and 
wealth management. In our analysis, 
tougher clients, the impact of regulation 
and the need for greater efficiency are 
leading to performance challenges. The 
pace of change is also faster than it has 
been historically and organisations’ ability 
to adapt and change is now critical as cost 
income ratios remain stubbornly high. 

Analysing these and other factors provides 
us with several of the main drivers which 
in our view herald a new age in the wealth 
management industry. 

Foreword

C. Steven Crosby
Americas Leader

Jeremy Jensen
EMEA Leader

Justin Ong
Asia Pacific Leader

The PwC Private Banking 
and Wealth Management 

Leadership Team

We are delighted to present insights from the 2011 edition of  
our Global Private Banking and Wealth Management Survey. 
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1 “PwC” refers to the network of member firms of PricewaterhouseCoopers International    
  Limited (PwCIL), or, as the context requires, individual member firms of the PwC network.

275 
organisations

67  
countries

We would like to thank each and  
every one of the 275 organisations  
across 67 countries who participated.



Client evolution: 
The client is cautious, smart, less  
trusting and loyal and now demanding 
better service and clearer value

Clients are taking nothing for granted 
and are probing the fundamentals of 
their advisor relationship: “Do you really 
provide a value add for me?” and “So why 
exactly should I be loyal to you?” Increas-
ingly clients all across the entire wealth 
pyramid are taking charge and articulat-
ing a view that private wealth products 
and services should be simpler, more 
transparent and deliver clearer value.  
The private banking and wealth client of 
today has far higher expectations in terms 
of both performance and service delivery. 
The sleeping giant is indeed awakening, 
and to succeed as a truly trusted advisor, 
successful organisations will have to up 
their game in service provided and value 
delivered. 

The impact of regulation: 
A much more demanding regulatory 
agenda will continue to challenge  
existing business models

Regulation continues apace and the 
financial services industry is clearly under 
scrutiny. Regulation has profound impacts 
and consequences for all business models. 
It is increasingly the not-so-invisible-hand 
trimming profitability. In our view this 
will only accelerate as regulatory develop-
ments continue coming hard and fast.  
The industry will need stronger risk 
management infrastructures, particularly 
in the front-office and around client inter-
action, to cope with current and future 
regulatory initiatives which strive to 
protect consumers from the organisations 
or professionals they turn to in safeguard-
ing their wealth. Business models will 
need to evolve dynamically in order to 
keep pace as strategic directions change 
in reaction to the implementation of fast 
moving regulatory agendas. 

Operational excellence: 
Far greater operational efficiency  
and effectiveness are required

Never before has identifying and deliver-
ing excellence in terms of operational and 
systems efficiencies been so important. 
Shared services, outsourcing and new 
technologies are gaining traction. The real 
challenge is not just delivering efficiencies 
and cutting costs, but also improving the 
overall quality of the client experience. 
This means doing it all at the same time. 
We are entering an age when only those 
who can genuinely deliver transformative 
change on a cost-effective basis will lead 
the industry.

Implementing  
transformational  
change across all  
its dimensions is an  
essential character-
istic of those institu-
tions that will be  
the future industry 
leaders.
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Whether this is temporary, a legacy of the 
global financial crisis or a consequence of the 
weight of regulatory compliance, it is clear 
that mastering transformational change 
across all its dimensions will be an essential 
characteristic of those institutions who will 
be the future leaders in this industry. 

This report sets out a snapshot of the 
industry. We trust that the findings can be 
used to help guide analysis and thinking, to 
evolve enhanced private wealth businesses 
today to better serve clients tomorrow. As 
we did in our 2009 report, we have set out 
a number of PwC Points of View giving our 
opinion and views on some key industry 
topics. We believe that you will find this 
survey insightful and thought provoking. 
We would be delighted to discuss any of the 
issues discussed within this report in more 
detail at wealth@pwc.com. Please do not 
hesitate to contact any member of the global 
wealth team, or your local PwC contact.

The results of our 2011 survey encompass 
significant industry participation and we 
would like to thank each and every one of 
the 275 organisations across 67 countries 
who participated. We would also like to 
thank the entire PwC team which has  
worked to produce this report.

The PwC Private Banking and  
Wealth Management Leadership Team
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Change is the reality: 
Standing still is no longer an option.  
Being able to see beyond the pressures 
of today and implement effective 
change is critical 

The industry’s track record on executing 
complex cross-functional change has not 
always been great. The sheer enormity of 
change driven by these current themes is 
vast. But, it is equally clear that the status 
quo is not an option either for profitability 
today or survival tomorrow. Leading a 
private wealth management business is 
a challenging experience right now and 
is becoming even more so. Institutions 
need to chart a clear course and direction 
to come to grips with how they approach 
barriers and challenges to change. Our 
survey tells us barriers span right across 
the industry, at every wealth segment, and 
every business model and type. It also tells 
us that leadership, for a variety of reasons, 
may not truly be focused on innovation 
and the investment necessary to effect  
transformative change. 

Regaining trust and delivering excellent client 
service and clear value are now critical to success.
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Survey 
headlines Performance and change Markets and clients

Performance remains under pressure 
and there is wide divergence across 
the industry. Cost and regulation  
are the new drivers of change. 

Securing sustainable revenue  
growth is key, particularly for 
offshore market players.

Participants anticipate having  
to achieve significant change 
across their business and operating 
models—but wealth management  
as an industry has traditionally 
struggled to deliver effective change. 

Significant and sustained wealth 
management growth is expected  
in emerging markets. 

Markets are changing and respondents 
believe there will be movements in 
global financial centre rankings. 

Clients are focused on value.  
The industry must cater to clients’ 
perceptions of what value added  
really is for them and the price they  
are willing to pay for it. 

Collaboration and more effective  
referral leverage is now a necessity, 
particularly by those with retail,  
corporate or investment banking arms.

The industry can no longer be all  
things to all people and must focus 
its energy on specific markets and 
segments. Institutions must be crisp 
around what they will, and will not, do. 

01 02

Client evolution: 
The client is cautious, smart, less trusting  
and loyal, and now demanding better service 
and clearer value 

The impact of regulation: 
A much more demanding regulatory agenda will 
continue to challenge existing business models

Operational excellence: 
Far greater operational efficiency and  
effectiveness are required

Change is the reality: 
Standing still is no longer an option. Being  
able to see beyond the pressures of today  
and implement effective change is critical



 

Client relationship managers  
and human capital

Operations and technology Risk management  
and regulation

Top quality people are becoming 
more valuable, more difficult to 
source and more expensive to train.

Institutions must work harder to 
leverage their human capital invest-
ment by supplying their CRMs with 
appropriate tools and technology. 

Clear people value propositions are 
now essential as client relationship 
managers have reduced in record 
numbers. 

The industry is getting better at 
institutionalising client relationships 
with the organisation.

Linkages between performance  
and pay are becoming critical.

Cost pressures are severe and  
much more effective approaches  
to cost management are required. 

Respondents are at different stages 
of their operational evolution.  
Many continue to run legacy  
systems and manual processes.

Technology budgets are being 
directed to better support client  
relationship managers and the  
front-end client experience.

Managing risk is central to reputa-
tion. Risk management systems and 
processes are being upgraded to 
provide integrated approaches  
to better align risk and value. 

Cross border standards, customer 
protection and transparency are  
anticipated to impact the front-end 
client experience in particular and 
profitability in general.

Respondents continue to be  
concerned about the impact of 
increased regulation on operating 
costs. 

03 04 05
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Performance and change

Performance remains under pressure and 
there is wide divergence across the industry. 

Cost and regulation are the new drivers of change. Securing 
sustainable revenue growth is key, particularly for offshore 
market players. Participants anticipate having to achieve 
significant change across their business and operating 
models—but wealth management as an industry has 
traditionally struggled to deliver effective change. 
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The industry is still finding revenue 
growth and cost containment 
challenging
The dominance of existing players is being 
challenged, with new players emerging. 
Business models need to adapt to a more 
demanding generation of clients and  
regulation. Those that are agile and  
manage change effectively will be  
tomorrow’s leaders.

With tougher growth challenges there is 
a need for stronger profitability manage-
ment. Achieving both revenue growth and 
managing the bottom line is now more 
challenging. We asked participants for their 
revenue and cost performance to illustrate 
respondents’ individual positions in terms 
of their ability to grow and to contain their 
costs at the same time. Please see Fig. 1. 

Our analysis shows that wealth managers 
are experiencing varying degrees of success 
in dealing with today’s challenges with 
fewer than a third achieving cost-income 
ratios below 60%. As illustrated in Fig. 1 
only 28% of respondents have cost income 
ratios below 60%, and the majority 72% 
have cost income ratios above 60%.

Respondents provided us with unique 
insights into their revenue and cost 
management approaches. The top three 
strategic areas of focus are: Acquisition 
and retention of new and existing clients, 
transforming the business model to meet 
the challenges of the external environment 
and sustainable revenue growth. Additional 
areas included achieving greater opera-
tional synergies and integration across the 
wider organisation, acquiring talent, retain-
ing key staff, improving profitability and 
meeting the new regulatory burden. 

In such a challenging environment, it is 
not surprising that the sector’s historical 
leadership ranking is changing. When we 
asked respondents whom they regarded 
as their three most successful competitors, 
more firms were rising and falling than 
previously. The traditional order is now 
changing and, interestingly, size does not 
necessarily bring success but rather leader-
ship, client focus and the ability to imple-
ment change now confer advantage. Some 
non-traditional competitors with these 
capabilities are now regarded as successful 
in some markets.

Figure 1: Performance and change – revenue growth and cost/income

Revenue growth

Cost/
income
ratio

10%
revenue 
growth

21%

51%

9%

19%

When looking at what our respondents told us about their 2010 cost/income ratios 
and revenue growth, we observed only a small group as performing well and the 
majority facing challenging prospects.

60% cost/income ratio

9%9% of survey participants achieved both superior revenue growth and 
profitability performance in today’s more challenging environment.
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Driving revenue growth through 
client acquisition and retention 
becomes far more challenging
We asked respondents to rank their three 
strategic priorities. Reflecting the challeng-
ing business environment, their number one 
priority was attracting new clients. They 
were doing this through organic develop-
ment of existing resources, increasing their 
share of clients’ assets and improving the 
overall client experience. Respondents’ 
second priority was hiring senior relation-
ship managers in order to acquire clients and 
to enhance the calibre of their relationship 
managers as a whole. Gaining more clients 
through referrals from professional inter-
mediaries and across internal silos in their 
institutions was also regarded as a priority, 
reflecting the wealth sector’s return to a 
more interconnected referral-based model. 
Finally, respondents cited mergers and 
acquisitions with hires of whole relationship 
management teams as important. In this 
case integrating teams needs to be managed 
carefully, especially as clients become frus-
trated by following their client relationship 
managers (CRMs) from one firm to another, 
and going through multiple client accep-
tance and on-boarding experiences. 

Interestingly, some respondents are seek-
ing to provide services to other private 
banks and wealth managers, showing the 
increasing incidence of white labelling and 
outsourcing. Joint ventures were identified 
as a way to gain entry into newer markets, 
particularly in those cases where local 
knowledge and networks can accelerate 
progress. 

The challenges and opportunities of achiev-
ing client growth should not be underes-
timated. Only 15% of CEOs responding 
told us their CRMs had gained true trusted 
advisor status. Equally telling is that only 
37% of respondents believe their clients 
are highly satisfied and would recommend 
them to potential clients. Respondents 
understand that improving the client expe-
rience is vitally important. They believe 
that relationship manager quality, the client 
service model and approach, brand and 
reputation, and the provision of high qual-
ity advice are all important differentiators. 

In addition to surveying the industry, we 
also studied private clients to ascertain 
their views about experiences with wealth 
management providers. This research gave 

us valuable insights, suggesting that clients 
are not receiving the levels of service they 
expect. While clients generally rated every-
day banking services positively, this did not 
extend to investment advice and products. 
Many private clients we surveyed now 
expect more value from their providers. 
This encompasses more frequent contact, 
transparency around products and charges 
and improved levels of service. Above all, 
they often felt that they were not getting 
value for money, which corresponds with 
other findings showing that wealth manag-
ers are trying to improve client service in 
order to retain clients. 

 

Wealth management and private banking  
is now like many other industries where  
new entrants are rising up to challenge  
long-established institutions. 
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Business models are struggling to 
adapt to the changing environment
When we asked executives how concerned 
they were about challenges to business 
growth, all voiced apprehension. Two thirds 
of respondents indicated that their organ-
isation now faced multiple waves of change. 

Respondents are most concerned about  
new regulations and the costs of imple-
menting them. Their second greatest 
concern was the long-standing issue of 
attracting and retaining high-quality 
CRMs. But this is now made more topical 
by greater anxiety about changes in client 
needs and behaviours, attracting the next 
generation of clients and clients’ loss of 
trust than had been shown in previous 
surveys. Some long-standing worries that 
still registered were the increased cost of 
hiring and retaining top talent, growing 
competition and an increased focus on 
clients’ demands for continued service  
and reporting improvements.

We asked participants to identify and rank 
their top risks according to their severity. 
Please see Fig. 2. Participants identified 
some new risks including excessive regula-
tion, suitability of client advice provided, 
client privacy, anti-money laundering and 
client data theft, high dependence on tech-
nology, client profitability, and tougher cross 
border banking regulation as key challenges. 

In the post-crisis environment, those wealth 
managers with the leadership, focus and 
agility to implement business and operating 
model changes will have an opportunity. 
If they take advantage of this, they can 
increase both performance and profitability 
on a sustainable basis. To obtain a view of 
respondents’ progress in adapting their 
strategies and business models to imple-
ment change, we asked senior management 
to describe their current situations in detail. 
Their responses show clear leaders and 
laggards emerging as the industry struggles 
to implement change. Some 37% of respon-
dents regarded themselves as ahead in 
revising their strategies and business models 
with the aim of unlocking growth and 
efficiency opportunities. A further 36% said 
they had already adapted their strategies. 
Having worked on evolving their business 
models, reducing costs and increasing 
efficiency, they were taking a break before 
moving ahead with further initiatives. A 
further 28% were still implementing change 
with varying degrees of success. Regardless 
of their stage of implementation, respon-
dents are focusing on similar areas includ-
ing: expanding active investment advisory 
services, increasing financial planning, asset 
and liability management, and ultimately in 
some cases becoming solutions providers. 

Figure 2: Risk severity top 10

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%40% 20%

Management compensation and incentives

Requirement for greater tax transparency

Effect of risk management low

Tougher cross-border banking regulation

Regulation and reporting around sales practices

Client privacy

Suitability of advice provided to clients

Client profitability

High dependence on technology

Excessive regulation

HighQuite highQuite lowLow

Please rate the following risks in terms of their severity to your organisation.

37% of respondents regarded themselves as on track or ahead of plan 
in terms of currently being able to build on their revised strategy and 
business model to reach the next level of performance.

37%
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Wealth management as a business remains 
profitable and our respondents anticipate 
profitability growing in spite of consider-
able change and new regulations. While our 
respondents earn an average gross margin 
of 72 gross basis points (bps) on their assets 
under management, they expect this will 
increase to 78 bps over the next two years. 

Moving clients up and down the wealth 
pyramid in terms of service level and atten-
tion is going to be a new differentiator for 
successful firms in the future. Balancing 
profitability with long-term relationships 
across generations will also be important. 

Respondents plan to better control costs 
over the next two years mainly by focusing 
on improving operating models through 
process effectiveness and operational effi-
ciency, new technology, strategic sourcing/
procurement and infrastructure consolida-
tion. Through these measures they expect 
to reduce cost-income ratios. Survey 
respondents’ average cost-income ratio 
remains high, having only fallen slightly 
to 71%, down from 72% at the time of our 
2009 survey.

Costs have already been reduced in the 
front office, following a cut in the number 
of non-strategic client relationships and 
segments. Furthermore, CRM redundan-
cies, segment rebalancing and higher 
degrees of automation have reduced costs. 
In the future, our respondents anticipate 
that rationalisation of technology systems 
and products, as well as increased reliance 
on shared services and outsourcing, will 
further reduce costs and achieve greater 
leverage. 

With regard to industry consolidation more 
than 60% of our respondents told us they 
had observed moderate consolidation over 
the past two years. Going forward more 
than 30% of our respondents felt that there 
would be significant consolidation over the 
coming two years. The challenge of post 
acquisition change in a people-oriented 
relationship business should not be under-
estimated. Please see Fig. 3. 

Figure 3: CEO perspective

In next two years
In last two years

10%0% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Significant consolidation

Moderate consolidation

No consolidation

In your opinion, what level of consolidation has there been in the private banking/wealth 
management industry over the last two years? What do you predict the trend will be over 
the next two years in your territory?

30%CEOs told us they see the rate of significant 
consolidation more than doubling to 30%.
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Significant implementation 
challenges and investment are 
required to refocus the business on 
delivering client value
Survey respondents have a clear idea of 
how their business models must change. 
They have identified gaps that exist 
between their current business models and 
those they will need for the future, as well 
as the barriers to bridging these gaps. We 
have analysed these in terms of differentia-
tion, brand and reputation, client service 
model and approach, and provision of 
comprehensive wealth management advice. 
As a consequence of the financial crisis, 
capital strength remains an important 
source of differentiation. We asked  
respondents to rate their current state 
across a range of capability dimensions,  
as well as their desired state in two years. 
The following illustrates where changes 
were identified. Please see Fig. 4.

In terms of their current business models, 
just over a third of respondents indicated 
that they had reached a leading or high 
performing state in their management team 

approach, governance and strategic priori-
ties, their client focus and service model, 
their achievements of KPIs and their brand, 
image and reputation. 

In terms of their future aspirations respon-
dents are targeting significant improve-
ments with two thirds of respondents 
seeking to be leading or high performing in 
these same business areas within two years. 
This implies a considerable challenge in 
terms of bridging gaps to the desired future 
state. It also demonstrates a positive desire 
from the industry to move forward and 
achieve higher performing business models. 

In terms of the operational platform, only 
a relatively low proportion of respondents, 
approximately 10%, viewed themselves as 
currently being leading or high performing 
in terms of operational platforms, systems 
and applications and organisational 
approach. In terms of respondents’ desired 
operational target state in these areas, the 
gap to bridge was much reduced with only 
approximately 20% of respondents desiring 
to be leading or high performing in these 
areas over the same two year period.

Figure 4: Organisational self-assessment 2011 and 2013
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Please rate your organisation’s current state in the following areas, and your desired target state 
in the next two years.

Based on respondents’ answers to the survey, we analysed leading and high-performing aspirations 
from current to future state across a range of business areas and functions.
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This may indicate a potential lag in the 
realisation of planned business model and 
improvements from their supporting opera-
tional models, unless further investment in 
crucial infrastructure areas is undertaken. 

Respondents identified a mix of barriers to 
achieving desired changes, some of which 
were within their direct control and some 
of which were not. The primary barriers to 
change for those matters within their control 
were identified as insufficient budget, a 
shortage of talent, systems, organisational 
and process complexity and front office 
resistance to change. Those barriers outside 
the institutions’ direct control were identi-
fied as increased regulatory demands and 
poor market and economic conditions. This 
implies a need for wealth managers to better 
allocate scarce budget and direct talent to 
address the most significant barriers. 

We also asked participants to rate their 
ability to change and transform effectively. 
Currently only 13% rated themselves as 
leading or high performing in this area. 
Within the next 2 years 42% are target-
ing to become leading or high performing 
in effectively delivering change. This is a 
considerable step change from their current 
performance level. Historically the industry 
has found the implementation of change  
to be difficult, and this would imply signifi-
cant challenges to moving forward. What is 
clear is that those private banks and wealth 
managers who successfully implement 
sustainable change will be tomorrow’s 
leading institutions.

01

In terms of planned business 
and operational model improve-
ments, there is an operational 
lag. Unless further investment 
in the operational model and 
crucial infrastructure areas  
is undertaken, respondents’  
aspirations for business model 
change will not be delivered.



PwC viewpoint
Finance needs to deliver 
financial control, drive 
efficiency and give value 
and insights 

At a time when wealth managers are evolv-
ing, the Finance function has an important 
role to play. Finance has unique opportuni-
ties to help the business adapt. Through 
monitoring and reporting on the institution’s 
performance, it can foster understanding 
of what is steering profitability at the client, 
product or channel, and deliver valuable 
insights. But does Finance really have the 
tools and the people it needs to do this? 
Furthermore, does it have the data to give  
a complete, accurate and timely picture? 

Failing to fulfil potential 
Too often Finance is not fulfilling its true 
potential in providing insight as a partner to 
the business and therefore helping wealth 
managers adapt. When Finance has been 
tasked with doing this, its role has often 
been tactical. We believe delay in preparing 
for the changing wealth management mar-
ket is a significant risk. Firms must move 
swiftly to build next-generation Finance 
functions that will not only be able to give 
the basic reporting information, but also 
give firms sufficient transparency into their 
businesses to understand the dynamics  
of ongoing change. Waiting for regulations 
to be finalised may seem prudent but can-
not be wise. Cascading, ad-hoc reporting 
solutions only mask and compound the 
problem, and should be confined to dealing 
with exceptional issues. 

Finance should take a stronger lead in help-
ing to define the business-wide approach to 
change, making sure that compliance and 
control is effective and that the business 
has the information it needs to move for-
ward. They should use lean manufacturing 
techniques to engineer their own Finance 
process change, focus on culture and 

behaviours to improve teaming, and assist 
operations and technology functions in  
determining what they should and should 
not do and how they combine work with 
other functions and measure performance.

Future role 
Finance needs to get closer to the  
business, and take a more active role in 
decision-making and strategy. The day  
has passed when finance organisations 
could rely on last-minute fixes or layer 
upon layer of somewhat interlocking short-
term solutions. New regulations mean that 
a new data-centric world is already here 
in which Finance must play its part for the 
business to succeed.

‘Operationalising’ Finance in the way we 
have described is critical if it is to evolve 
without lurching from one crisis to another. 
By planning ahead, Finance can maintain 
day-to-day control, standardise processes 
and make sure it has the needed flex-
ibility. If Finance is not flexible, this can 
deprive an organisation of the data and 
information it needs to run its business 
and take advantage of new opportunities. 
Using standards and rigorous governance 
that avoids organisational sprawl are all 
important disciplines. Disparate globally 
distributed systems and processes require 
more controls and offer more opportunities 
for things to go wrong. Difficulty in isolat-
ing root causes makes improving controls 
difficult and effective reaction to business 
challenges and opportunities impossible. 
This is especially true in the global world of 
distributed centres, outsourcing and shared 
services, with divergent operating models 
and often unsynchronised service level 
agreements.

To address data problems, firms must 
be sure of data’s integrity, from the point 
of capture throughout all stages of the 
processing cycle. Establishing a “golden 
copy” of data near the point of capture can 
reduce the number of data repositories. 
Implementation of shared services, and 
internal or external utilities, could be an op-
tion. In any data-processing model, end-to-
end streamlining of processes is essential.

Conclusion  
Finance functions should deliver insight to 
the business as a partner enabling change. 
Departments should focus on acquiring the 
necessary human capital and giving the 
right training and tools for these people to 
be successful. As organisations transform 
themselves, special care must be taken to 
develop, protect and establish the right cul-
ture. Development of skills, capabilities and 
infrastructure must be proactive. Finance 
technology and data management must be 
built around core systems; not add-ons or 
manual intervention. As organisations grow, 
communication formats and interfaces 
have to be standardised. 

Maintaining the status quo in Finance is 
not a formula for success and the leading 
Finance function of the future looks very 
different to that of only a few years ago.

Maintaining the status 
quo in Finance is not 
a formula for success 
and the leading Finance 
function of the future 
looks very different to 
that of only a few  
years ago.
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Markets and clients

02

Significant and sustained wealth management 
growth is expected in emerging markets. 

Markets are changing and respondents believe there will be 
movements in global financial centre rankings. Clients are focused 
on value. The industry must cater to clients’ perceptions of what 
value added really is for them and the price they are willing to pay 
for it. Collaboration and more effective referral leverage is now a 
necessity, particularly by those with retail, corporate or investment 
banking arms. The industry can no longer be all things to all 
people and must focus its energy on specific markets and segments. 
Institutions must be crisp around what they will, and will not, do.  
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Wealth management’s centre of 
gravity is shifting towards  
emerging markets
Revenue growth here is far outstripping 
that of developed markets, and Singapore 
is expected to be the leading global wealth 
management centre in two years. Across 
geographies, clients are focused on value, 
which they now define as quality of overall 
service rather than simply investment 
performance.

A changing wealth landscape
The consequences of the financial crisis and 
important changes in clients’ attitudes have 
spurred a fundamental shift in the wealth 
management industry. The wealthy now 
think in a different way about those that 
provide their financial advice. 

Clients have become much more sceptical 
about the merits of financial markets in 
general and the wealth management indus-
try in particular. The global economy has 
evolved and is creating and offering access 
to wealth in new and different ways and in 
new areas. We see this changing the wealth 
landscape and creating new opportunities in 
markets and segments that were previously 
untapped. These new trends are forcing 
wealth managers to take a fresh look at their 
business models, market-entry strategies, 
client identification, and retention programs, 
and make some unconventional changes 
in order to stay competitive in the area of 
client value management. Wealth managers 
must now focus on anticipating the shape 
of change and responding quickly in order 
to position themselves to take advantage of 
new opportunities. Please see Fig. 5.

Figure 5: Global average projected revenue growth

Based on respondents’ answers to the survey, we analysed their projections for wealth 
management revenue growth for 2011. 

Global average projected revenue growth
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Current performance remains under pressure but, longer term,  
the prospects for the industry remain bright.
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Twin-speed onshore and offshore  
markets are now developing
As we planned the questions for this 
survey, we anticipated that offshore market 
revenues would shrink and onshore market 
revenues would increase. 

Respondents showed that offshore revenues 
are rising. What we had not anticipated 
was that continued rapid growth in newly 
emerging markets would dominate all 
other factors. Our analysis showed that 
for both on and offshore markets, it is now 
important to further distinguish within 
them between established and emerging 

markets, since growth rates differ between 
them. This reveals a need to adapt strategy 
and approach to local markets based on 
maturity. It also requires confronting local 
market players or allying with them. Please 
see Fig. 6.

Our respondents told us that the contrast 
between actual and expected rates of recov-
ery in established and emerging markets 
was a challenge. They found that regulation 
was causing established emerging markets 
to recover more slowly than newly emerg-
ing markets, whether they were onshore  
or offshore. 

 

Figure 6: Marketplace maturity and revenue growth

Categorisation of onshore and offshore status is dependent on how our respondents 
classified themselves and their market participation. 
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Based on respondents’ answers to the survey, we analysed their revenue in terms of their 
projections as to growth. 
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Singapore challenges for the top spot
Globalisation of wealth and changes in 
the market resulting from demographics 
and, increasingly, regulation are having 
an impact in creating fast rising non-
traditional centres. For many years we have 
asked respondents to indicate which finan-
cial centres they viewed as the main wealth 
management and private banking hubs.  
The historical answer was Switzerland, 
London, and New York. This is now chang-
ing. Please see Fig. 7.

This year we asked our ranking question 
again, but we also explored the impact 
of increased regulation. In response to 
increased regulatory pressures, our respon-
dents see Switzerland, London, and to a 
lesser extent New York, all being challenged 
by the rise of Singapore and Hong Kong in 
the coming two years.

Global markets and client 
connectivity
The world is now more of a global commu-
nity than ever before. This is true of the 
wealthy more than any other market 
segment. Dramatically reduced costs of 
communication together with the ascen-
dency of social networks and innovative 
personal communication technologies, e.g., 
social networks, tablets and smart phones 
just to name a few, have caused this to occur. 
These breakthroughs have given both estab-
lished and emerging markets a cost effective 
means to share information and participate 
in change at a geopolitical level. They have 
also resulted in greater transparency into 
the global markets for all players in the 
wealth management business. One result of 
the new enhanced global community and 
inter-connectivity is that many more clients 
now come from emerging markets. With the 
growth in new wealth this is causing a shift 
in the relative mix of established, traditional 
and newer emerging financial centres. 

Figure 7: Multi-polar financial marketplace
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Given increased regulatory pressures on offshore centres, which do you believe are 
currently the top five international financial centres which are the most successful now 
and in the next two years? 

Participants believe the centre of gravity  
for wealth management is moving and  
established centres are under pressure from 
emerging markets. 
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Respondents also indicated that increased 
competition is leading to a new order in the 
evolution of traditional and new primary 
and secondary centres. Miami stood out  
as a strong up-and-coming booking centre 
and gateway to a vibrant Latin American 
market on a regional Americas basis.  
Please see Fig. 8.

Respondents’ networks continue to focus  
on the more traditional centres while 
continuing to develop their presence in 
emerging centres. 

This underscores the fact that it is now 
more important than ever for those serving 
the wealthy to have an appropriate inter-
national network focus as well as effective 
methods in place to leverage global service 

delivery capabilities across existing and 
new markets, while staying abreast of 
changing regulatory environments. 

We asked offshore respondents about  
the regulatory and tax impact on their 
traditional offshore assets and they indi-
cated that almost 90% of the assets they 
managed were not perceived to be at risk 
despite increasing tax and regulatory pres-
sures, which illustrates how the offshore 
players have successfully diversified away 
from their dependency on traditional 
offshore clients.

We are now in a true multi-polar financial 
marketplace and offshore centres will need 
to adapt their capabilities to meet increased 
competition.

Figure 8: Offshore booking centres
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If offshore, where are your top three offshore booking centres located, i.e., centres where 
assets are booked?

We are now in a true multi-polar financial marketplace and offshore  
participants will need to adjust their networks to meet increased competition.
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Client segmentation is now  
more critical 
In order to address different markets, 
wealth management organisations need to 
segment clients into distinct groups based 
on affinity, understanding their specific 
needs, behaviours and characteristics. 
Doing so will make wealth managers better 
able to support these clients in pursuit of 
their wealth management goals through 
better client value management. Please  
see Fig. 9.

This is distinct from the more traditional 
product push seen in many organisations, 
and applies both to the different categories 
of the emerging markets and the more 
established onshore markets. Segmenting 

clients in this way is a natural preparation 
for the partner-advisor role and successful 
longer-term relationships. The ability to 
target profitable client segments on a long- 
and short-term basis will become a key 
differentiator among the leading players  
in wealth management.

To be successful in emerging markets will 
require addressing fundamental change 
and being agile. It will require changes to 
the client-advisor relationship, investment 
in enabling technology and a new perspec-
tive on how to view emerging markets. 
Wealth managers need to understand the 
behaviour, lifestyle and other personal 
insights of individuals in specific segments 
of wealth. 

Figure 9: Segments and sub-segments
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Please indicate the current breakdown of your organisation’s client base. What do you 
anticipate the breakdown to be in two years’ time?
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Client service replaces investment 
performance as the critical quality
Respondents report a fundamental change 
in client behaviour. The question of why 
clients leave an organisation provides an 
interesting insight into this. Investment 
performance was not the primary reason 
cited. Often the reason for client loss is a 
result of poor customer communication and 
service, as well as an overall lapse in client 
relationship management. Historically, 
performance was king, but our respon-
dents are signalling that service is now 
the differentiator in dealing with the more 
empowered and self-directed wealth client 
of today.

Adapting to this change requires far more 
than just improving brochures, technology 
and tools. It requires better client value 
management through understanding the 
buying behaviour of the wealthy and alter-
ing the market-entry strategies of private 
banks and wealth managers accordingly. 
Clients have become energised and empow-
ered and are demanding that their relation-
ships should be structured, maintained and 
managed in different ways. Based on what 
our respondents have told us, they have 
challenges in responding to these demands 
and configuring, compensating and equip-
ping teams to serve today’s wealthy. 

To succeed in this new age, firms must 
have more effective client relationship 
management tools to help better identify 
new clients in order to further develop 
relationships with them and to maintain 
these relationships in the long-term. In 
the years leading up to the financial crisis, 
traditional wealth management firms often 
focused primarily on selling products. This 
led to somewhat passive client relationship 
management at the expense of forming 
more intimate, longer-term, value added 
and stickier client relationships. 

When the crisis tested these products, 
clients often found they had unexpectedly 
taken on large amounts of risk and, most 
importantly, could not reach a trusted 
advisor. These clients were then either 
easily attracted to other firms or lost a great 
deal of trust in their advisors, their firm 
and wealth management in general. Some 
clients have left the marketplace altogether 
and retreated to the sidelines. They have 
only recently begun to return, but their 
trust is fragile and they now have far less 
loyalty to those that serve them. Poor 
service in the past has clearly left scars, 
causing service to dethrone performance  
as the top value sought by clients.

Different client segments have recovered at 
different rates. Our respondents told us that 
there were profitability sweet spots:

• US $500 thousand-to-US $1 million 
segment 

• US $1 million-to-US $5 million segment

• US $5 million-to-US $10 million segment

• US $10 million-to-US $50 million segment

The most profitable client segments 
were US $1 million-US $5 million, then 
the US $5 million-US $10 million band, 
followed by the mass affluent segment of 
US $500,000-US $1 million, and then the 
US $10 million-$50 million segment. 

Looking back at prior surveys, family offices 
have now evolved to be a key business 

segment. This is now a high-impact part of 
many wealth managers’ businesses. Larger 
players have increased their family office 
focus of late. 

All these segments need a trusted wealth 
advisor to help them achieve their goals. 
Products must be safe and be transparent. 
Increasingly, clients are demanding that 
products be far more tailored to their indi-
vidual risk requirements. Specific affinity 
groups continue to be areas of focus. 

Respondents told us that they are seeing 
further sweet spots with specific demo-
graphic hallmarks and characteristics 
driven by lifestyle, gender and ethnicity for 
example. These create potential to draw 
clients through into other product service 
areas translating into better client longevity. 

Clients are now more demanding of service  
and want to see clear value delivered to them. 
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Pull-through revenue potential exists
Respondents clearly anticipate growing 
revenue from increased collaboration. 

Executives within larger financial service 
groups expect to see more collaboration 
over the next two years. The key area for 
more collaboration is retail and corporate 
banking networks, followed by investment 
banking which has fallen due to client 
risk aversion. Greater emphasis was also 
expected on more collaboration in lending, 

information technology, asset management, 
trade finance and securities servicing. 

Many of the global wealth managers among 
this year’s survey respondents are cross-
selling through referral management and 
introduction leverage more effectively than 
ever before. 

At the lower wealth segments of the 
pyramid, large organisations have an 
opportunity to garner more referrals from 

their retail and commercial banking arms. 
Within the higher segments, larger firms 
have distinctive synergies with their invest-
ment banking arms, and offshore opera-
tions. Please see Fig. 10. 

What respondents told us is that to more 
effectively leverage discount brokerage or 
investment banking capabilities for wealth 
management revenue requires scale. 

Even already well-connected institutions 
identified opportunities for revenue 
growth by increasing the efficiency of their 
organisational interconnectivity. Small 
firms identified that they could also gain 
in potential revenue through synergistic 
relationships with larger firms and local 
players. Only the larger, more established 
investment banks and discount brokers 
seem to have the potential capability to be 
able to break down silos, and share infor-
mation and business leads. Please see Fig. 11.

Figure 10: Cross business opportunity dimensions - connectivity Figure 11: Cross business opportunity dimensions - current and future revenue
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part of the wealth management business 
which must be planned for and developed 
accordingly. Please see Fig. 12.

Waiting until inheritance occurs before 
starting this process is too late. Targeting 
heirs early represents an opportunity to 
continue long-term relationships with a 
family. By better targeting them earlier, 
firms have immediate profit potential and 
the opportunity for cross-selling and pull-
through from other areas. To secure these 
opportunities requires much more than just 
planning seminars and portfolio reviews 
with the next generation. It demands an 
evolution in the educational offering of 
wealth managers to reflect the goals and 
horizons of wealthy individuals and their 
families at an enterprise level. While inter-
generational transfers can be a source of 
risk for a wealth management organisation, 
they also offer a rich opportunity to enter 
new markets and segments. A common 
sentiment among successor generations in 
every market is the desire to try something 
new which pushes the boundaries and often 
conflicts with tradition. Each generational 
cohort brings with it a unique set of values 
and perceptions. It is likely that wealth 
managers will have difficulty in institution-
alising inter-generational strategies given 
their traditionally weaker ability to target 
next generation heirs early enough. With 
the ageing of the baby boomer generation, 
addressing this opportunity and handling 
these transfers in a more effective manner 
will become an increasingly significant 

Reducing the risk of inter-generational 
attrition
Inter-generational wealth transfer contin-
ues to present a significant risk of asset 
attrition. While this will never completely 
be eliminated, there is an opportunity for 
the nimble wealth management firm to take 
advantage of potential asset reallocation 
and movement.

The largest losses are attributable to wealth 
passing on to children of existing clients as 
well as transfers to charitable foundations. 
Knowing this, an advisor must have at its 
disposal the skills, tools, techniques and 
strategies to develop a long-lasting rela-
tionship with not only the patriarch and 
matriarch of a family but also their heirs 
and spouses and any vehicles of philan-
thropy. Our studies have shown asset attri-
tion on inter-generational transfer of more 
than 50% in many markets. Respondents 
told us that creating loyalty across multiple 
generations of clients can significantly cut 
asset attrition. Understanding a family’s 
time horizon, unique needs and challenges 
as they develop over time are all critical 
aspects of cross-generational asset reten-
tion. Clearly, changing technologies play  
a role in connectivity and profitability,  
but at the end of the day this all equates  
to effective relationship management.

Figure 12: Inter-generational wealth attrition
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Our studies have shown asset attrition on inter-generational transfer of more than 
50% in many markets. Many players have yet to implement asset retention strategies. 50%



The competitive  
environment for global 
wealth management 
has shifted. There are 
now a larger number 
of emerging markets 
generating wealth and 
these each require a 
tailored approach. 

PwC viewpoint
Tailoring for success  
in emerging markets

The accelerating shift in economic power 
from the developed to the emerging econo-
mies is dramatically changing the wealth 
management industry as banking power 
shifts from the G7 developed to the E7 
emerging economies. Industry leaders need 
to take advantage of the opportunities this 
is creating. Wealth managers in developed 
economies remain in an environment of eco-
nomic volatility with high levels of leverage, 
and face regulatory upheaval. Yet they have 
an opportunity to tap new sets of clients in 
the emerging markets.

Specifically, the SAAAME regions—South 
America, Africa, Asia and the Middle East 
—are becoming a new and vibrant exten-
sion of the BRIC nations—Brazil, Russia, 
India and China. All are creating wealth as a 
result of economic expansion. Moreover, the 
scope of emerging markets has widened to 
include countries such as Mexico, Indone-
sia, Turkey, Poland, Vietnam and Thailand. 
This expansion will let wealth managers 
increase their global client bases, as well  
as gain access and insight into foreign 
investment opportunities.

Not all emerging markets are the same 
China and India are among the biggest with 
middle-class populations predicted to swell 
by hundreds of millions over the next de-
cade. The new middle classes will seek out 
investment opportunities as their attention 
shifts from basic subsistence to stabilising 
and growing income. But countries such as 
Mexico, Indonesia, Turkey, South Africa, and 
Vietnam also offer significant growth pros-
pects for foreign wealth managers. While 
political and regulatory risks can be signifi-
cant in these emerging markets, the decline 
of state-owned entities, abundant natural 
resources and economic reform agendas 
will spur economic activity, establishing the 

conditions for wealth creation. Wise wealth 
managers will diversify their client bases 
while increasing their awareness of non-
traditional, high-growth emerging market 
countries.

Understanding your target market 
As wealth managers target these markets, 
they need to understand the population 
demographics. Although economic inter-
est in the emerging markets is not new, the 
approach to servicing them is evolving. For 
example, although China and India have 
similarly-sized populations overall, China’s 
is far older. China has approximately 118 
million residents over the age of 65, nearly 
double India’s population in the same age 
segment. India, Malaysia, Indonesia, Brazil, 
Mexico, and Vietnam have almost 60% of 
their population under the age of 30, with 
decades of employment ahead of them be-
fore retirement. The most profitable wealth 
managers will be those that meticulously 
tailor their international investment approach 
and service offerings according to market 
segmentation, making them able to adapt 
their services and capture greater profits 
accordingly.

When entering new markets, establishing 
and maintaining a strong brand is an impor-
tant way to differentiate a wealth manager. 
Following the recent economic crisis, clients 
have become more focused on the net 
result and are not afraid to switch wealth 
managers if they do not see value. This is 
especially true in foreign markets, where the 
wealthy now have many more advisors from 
which to choose. Additionally, the larger, 
more established brands must concentrate 
on adapting to country and, in some cases, 
regional cultural and investment prefer-
ences, as emerging market high-net-worth 
individual profiles and behaviours can differ 
significantly even within a single country. 

Different approaches 
Global wealth managers tend to have an 
advantage in these markets. They typically 
benefit from their well-recognised brands, 
strong global resources, broad overseas 
product offerings and extensive client 
service experience. Yet they commonly lack 
in-depth understanding of local markets and 
face a shortage of local wealth management 
talent. There are also non-bank institution 
entrants, such as securities firms, which 
have the advantages of strong investment 
research, but can lack high-end client 
service experience and are generally not 
as well recognised by private banking and 
wealth management clients. 

In contrast, local domestic bank entrants 
typically have a broad geographic coverage 
to achieve scale and a large customer base, 
but have found it difficult to provide a differ-
entiated customer experience and to attract 
wealthy potential customers. This means 
that both the onshore and the offshore mod-
els for accessing emerging market countries 
bring dilemmas. While the offshore model 
allows foreign banks to leverage their global 
networks to offer a broad range of products, 
the model may not be suitable for all loca-
tions. In our view tailoring the model to local 
client profiles and behaviours is a must. 

There are many opportunities for fast growth 
internationally, which the most profitable  
institutions will undoubtedly develop. 
Considering the wide array of economies, 
creatively tailoring service offerings, and 
establishing and maintaining a strong inter-
national brand will be the ultimate drivers of 
global success.
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Client relationship managers  
and human capital

Top quality people are becoming more valuable,  
more difficult to source and more expensive to train. 

Institutions must work harder to leverage their human capital investment 
by supplying their CRMs with appropriate tools and technology. Clear 
people value propositions are now essential as client relationship 
managers have reduced in record numbers. The industry is getting  
better at institutionalising client relationships with the organisation.  
Linkages between performance and pay are becoming critical.
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In the aftermath of the financial 
crisis, the combination of wealth 
management’s perceived growth and 
the tough new regulatory environment 
are creating significant tensions 
regarding people management
Recruitment, reward, retention, and 
motivation of staff have never been more 
critical for business success. Levels of trust 
between wealth managers and their clients 
reached new lows in the crisis, leading to 
increased scrutiny of Client relationship 
managers (CRMs) behaviour, especially as 
financial institutions have faced penalties 
for mis-selling. As a result, wealth manag-
ers are exerting more control over CRMs 
and have made many redundant. Over the 
past two years, 32% of respondents told 
us the main reason that CRMs left their 
organization was that they were asked to 
do so. Regionally, Asian respondents had 
the highest redundancy rate, with 52% of 
departing CRMs having been encouraged to 
leave. In EMEA, 33% were asked to go and 
in the Americas 17%. Please see Fig. 13.

CRMs are a valuable institutional asset,  
and in today’s environment it is more 
important than ever that they are managed 
proactively. They require the right envi-
ronment, infrastructure, compensation 
and tools if they are to give high-quality 
client service and to create value for the 

client and the institution. Confidence in 
CRMs has fallen, at a time when they are 
critically important to clients. Almost 40% 
of our respondents rated their CRMs as 
average or below in terms of their ability to 
meet clients’ needs. Set against our 2009 
survey, where only 26% voiced equivalent 
dissatisfaction, this raises questions around 
CRM prospects. 

Regulators are focusing on lifting CRMs’ 
standards of behaviour to make sure they 
act professionally and in compliance with 
new regulations. Further, they are encour-
aging institutions to improve their processes 
for checking employee credentials and 
teaching them what will be expected, with 
particular emphasis on accountability.  
To meet regulators’ accountability require-
ments, some organisations are concentrat-
ing on equipping CRMs to deliver high-
quality, transparent advice. Many wealth 
management firms already promise perfect-
fit investment vehicles for any client. In 
today’s environment, wealth managers 
and CRMs must continue to improve 
their understanding of clients’ needs and 
circumstances by collecting better informa-
tion. According to our respondents, this is 
becoming increasingly critical as regulators 
stress the importance of knowing your 
customer and providing products that fit 
investor suitability. From a client perspec-

tive, our research shows that clients are 
demanding more experienced CRMs and 
want more information transparency. While 
entry level CRMs may bring enthusiasm, 
this is no substitute for the experience that 
seasoned professionals bring. 

Getting the human resources strategy right 
is more important than ever before. Firms 

need to concentrate on retaining quality 
talent, building a strong CRM support 
network and having a compensation strat-
egy aligned with the firm’s growth goals.  
As global demand for CRMs increases, client 
preferences and the characteristics of CRMs 
are becoming more specific. For this reason, 
identifying talent, retaining key staff and 
planning for succession is now essential.

Figure 13: CRM experience profile
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Acquiring and retaining talent 
becomes more costly and challenging
We asked respondents whether talent 
scarcity was inflating compensation and by 
how much? While compensation inflation 
for CRMs, front office management and 
product specialists continues, respondents 
indicated that they now have to pay legal, 
compliance and risk specialists more as 
well. This reflects the competition for 
experienced lawyers, risk and compliance 
staff required for success in an increasingly 
tough regulatory environment. Clearly, the 
cost of running a quality wealth manage-
ment organisation is becoming greater. 
Wealth managers are also changing their 
compensation structures to link variable 
compensation to long-term goals and to 
extend fewer employees large long-term 
incentive awards. 

Regulatory demands for CRM fitness 
requirements are likely to exacerbate CRM 
shortages. In April 2011, the Monetary 
Authority of Singapore released a new 
Code of Conduct requiring CRMs to take 
competency examinations or possess at 
least 15 years of relevant financial experi-
ence. Since approximately 45% of assets in 
Asia are managed by advisors with less than 

10 years of experience, this will further 
increase demand for the shrinking pool of 
qualified CRMs. Other growth markets face 
similar pressures.

Wealth managers need to accept the short 
supply of CRMs and realign their growth 
strategies accordingly. Contrary to estab-
lished practice, poaching from competing 
firms is no longer such a viable option. 
Clients have become frustrated by follow-
ing their CRMs from one firm to another 
and going through multiple on-boarding 
processes, including know-your-client and 
anti-money-laundering experiences. Client 
loyalties are shifting to the firm rather than 
the individual. Some 77% of our survey 
respondents estimated that when CRMs 
leave only 20% of respective client assets 
leave with them. Further, a mere 2% of 
CRMs polled have managed to take more 
than 60% of assets with them when  
changing jobs. Please see Fig 14. 

Wealth managers have increased controls 
and compliance oversight for CRMs. Addi-
tionally, clients are demanding higher-qual-
ity advice from CRMs with more investment 
experience, as well as data and analytics 
that provide transparency into their invest-
ment choices.

Figure 14: CRM asset outflow on exit
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CRMs are under pressure to give  
better advice
CRMs with experience can really be relied 
upon to give consistently high-quality 
advice. Consequently, wealth managers 
value experience far more than they did a 
few years ago. More than 60% of assets are 
managed by advisors with over 10 years’ 
experience. But in some regions, there are 
simply too few senior-level CRMs to go 
around. In Asia Pacific, some 20% of assets 
are managed by advisors with less than five 
years of experience.

Wealth managers are concentrating on 
raising the quality of advice. Over 70% of 
the surveyed organisations have strength-
ened the advisory process, which may be 
correlated with the increasing confidence 
these institutions have in the quality of 
advice. Survey respondents told us that 
41% of their CRM population is average or 
below average in terms of their ability to 
meet client risk and regulatory obligations.  
Organisations must alter their ‘mindsets’  
by training personnel and creating the other 
competencies required to tackle compliance 
and suitability issues. 

Good communication is at the core of 
high-quality advice between CRMs and 
their clients. Only a strong CRM support 
infrastructure, in terms of people and 

technology, can foster this. Institutions 
appear to realise that they should invest 
more in front-office tools to facilitate CRMs’ 
client communication. Today, only 17% 
of our participants rate their front-office 
systems as excellent; most judge them only 
to be “fair”. This suggests that CRMs do not 
yet have all the support they need to deliver 
quality, timely advice. 

To be market leaders, wealth managers 
need best-in-class infrastructures to support 
their CRMs. Due to the increased regulatory 
requirements and related accountability 
standards, CRMs have a heavy workload 
and require efficient support structures now 
more than ever. Furthermore, clients are 
more demanding, asking for more informa-
tion and higher quality data supporting 
investment decisions, as well as increased 
transparency into fees, product structures 
and risk. CRMs must become more produc-
tive and can only do so if they have effective 
tools and processes supporting them. 

In spite of their greater administrative 
burdens, CRMs are still servicing similar 
numbers of clients as they were in our 
2009 survey, although the most profit-
able performers continue to serve fewer 
clients per CRM. So that they can build 
client relationships and grow their busi-
ness, CRMs are delegating administration 

to junior staff. However, junior staff often 
lack the skills required to monitor activities 
sufficiently well to make sure that CRMs 
meet the new regulatory accountability 
standards. Please see Fig. 15. This is another 
reason for investing in the CRM support 
network. To remain competitive and foster 
top talent, firms should invest in training 
and mentoring, especially for junior staff  
as well as efficient front-office support tools. 

Figure 15: Average number of clients served per CRM across wealth segments
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Based on our respondents’ answers to questions about CRM deployment and cost/income ratios, 
we were able to analyse CRM density, (average clients per CRM)

Tools and technology are key to increasing CRM effectiveness, but only 
17% of respondents currently rated their front office tools as excellent.
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Shifting talent strategy pressures
As in previous surveys, respondents told us 
that talent is a precious commodity. CRMs 
stay with their employers for an average 
of ten years or less. Identifying and retain-
ing high-quality talent remains difficult. 
Seasoned professionals are more aware of 
their market value today than ever before 
as star performers retire. Additionally, as 
larger firms cut back, CRMs find themselves 
increasingly attracted by the independence 
and equity that often comes with being an 
independent or part of a smaller boutique. 
But scale still remains important, especially 
to clients. Many independent boutiques do 
not yet have the longevity to provide scale 
service to generations of the same family. 
Wealthy clients, with their multi-generation 
time horizons, are well aware of this. There 
is greater potential for institutionalising 
client relationships than ever before.

It is now critical for wealth managers to 
get talent strategy right. New regulations 
will affect compensation, creating another 

uncertainty in the battle for top-quality 
talent. Wealth organisations will have 
to introduce new incentives to motivate 
their professionals to effectively comply 
with regulations. Compensation changes 
driven by new regulations mean that 
wealth managers will be forced to moni-
tor CRMs much more closely, as risk and 
reward become closely tied. Firms should 
consider whether their existing compensa-
tion models accurately track and reinforce 
appropriate behaviours. 

Firms that do not review talent manage-
ment strategies in the changing environ-
ment could encounter setbacks. Leading 
wealth managers recognise their talent 
pools are valuable assets and manage them 
accordingly with proactive approaches to 
human capital as a part of the core of their 
overall business strategy. To succeed with 
their growth ambitions, firms must think 
strategically about how to address talent 
gaps, align their staffing models and core 
competencies with plans for growth. 

Wealth managers aiming to expand into 
emerging markets might need to assess 
their top talent and to shift their attentions 
from bolstering the status quo to building 
practices and teams in these fast-growing 
markets. To make this happen, wealth 
managers will need to understand geopo-
litical investment challenges and navigate 
cultural nuances. Traditional strategies 
of redeploying resources from developed 
markets to emerging markets are unlikely  
to generate sustainable local business. 

In wealth management, the client interface role 
of the CRM is being reshaped, requiring new  
skills and mindset change.  



Figure 16: Key performance indicators
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Which of the following key performance indicators are you (a) able to measure and 
(b) track on a regular basis?

Mentoring
While it is entirely appropriate to mount 
expensive training programs, and compe-
tency frameworks with new CRMs, the 
answer ultimately is with the client. The 
wealthy are prone to want to be served 
by individuals they trust and to whom 
they can relate. Mentoring is an emerg-
ing approach in certain markets that we 
believe will become a characteristic of 
successful organisations in the future. 
How wealth managers leverage unique 
senior members of their teams to impart 
a lifetime of knowledge to very bright but 
junior professionals is an industry chal-
lenge and a potential differentiator.

Correctly motivating the CRM
As the role of the CRM changes,  
organisations should revisit their people 
management practices, particularly by 
re-evaluating how they measure CRM 
success. It is important that firms embed 
key performance indicators (KPIs) suited 
to the changing environment and CRM 
profiles into remuneration. We found that 
over 80% of our respondents indicated 
that the leading KPIs are traditional net 
new money growth and revenue by CRM. 
Regulatory compliance metrics such as 
complaint levels have now been added 
by more than 70% of our respondents. 
By contrast, in our 2009 survey fewer 
organisations linked compensation to 
meeting compliance goals. Until all 
institutions incorporate these kinds of 
metrics into CRM remuneration struc-
tures, it is perhaps questionable whether 
CRMs will appreciate the importance of 
risk management and compliance. Please 
see Fig. 16.
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70% of respondents have recently added regulatory compliance 
to the metrics they use to manage their CRMs. 70%
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Representative CRM infrastructure
One of the interesting things that our 
respondents shared with us was how  
they used different types of infrastructure, 
operating models, and approaches to help 
tailor their offerings to the needs of their 
clients across different segments. 

There is a mix of platforms including 
purely in house teams, generalists, and 
specialists along with significant electronic 
connectivity over the web, such as by 
smartphones and tablet.

The concentration of dedicated teams and 
infrastructure was correlated to the higher 
levels of the wealth pyramid. This included 
dedicated generalists, product specialists 
and investment managers/advisors.  

Lower tiers tended to be focused on higher 
degrees of automation, call centres and the 
web for maintaining client connectivity. 
Please see Fig. 17.
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Figure 17: Client service infrastructure and approach 
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 Utilisation: resource/channel/function
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Dedicated call centre

Dedicated website

Individual CRM (generalist)
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External advisor, e.g., tax

Individual CRM (specialist)
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Product expert

Based on our respondents’ answers to the survey, we analysed their concentration of CRMs, specialists
and client access channels by wealth tier.

The portrait of traditional CRM support and client service infrastructure 
is changing with enhanced teams, additional channels and specialised 
services for different wealth segments. 



 

The need for institutions 
to improve their client 
value propositions is all  
about client perceptions, 
which directly impacts  
competitive positioning. 

PwC viewpoint
The sleeping giant awakens: 
Clients now expect clear 
value from those that  
serve them

For many years private clients have been 
relatively easy to manage. They came and 
went with some predictability and provided 
private banks with steady, healthy margins. 
Recent times have changed all that and 
wealth managers and private banks,  
including historically trusted brands and  
organisations, have found themselves  
under pressure from those they serve. 

Clients now expect more across every 
dimension of their relationship. The fun-
damental nature of the value proposition 
offered to the wealthy has been shaken to  
its core. Findings from our recent private 
client surveys paint a mixed picture which 
cannot be ignored. 

Below are a few examples of the voice of 
the client:

“When the market and my investments 
were crashing, nobody called me...”

“They’re always available, reliable and 
trustworthy and capable of assessing  
my private situation...and very good at 
interactive communication.”

“I was advised to invest in products that 
I should not have...I may even have been 
mis-sold.”

“Convince me I am getting value for mon-
ey. Sometimes I don’t feel the investment 
consultant I speak with knows as much 
about investments as I do…I just don’t  
feel like I’m getting value for money.”

“They need to be a lot more proactive. 
They’re great when I initiate contact, but 
I would have expected to have seen a lot 
more interest.”

“More transparency. I would like to know 
what the bank’s position is and what 
money they make. I have no problem with 
them making money, I just want to know 
how much.”

“I see your name in the news for all the 
wrong reasons. I always thought you  
were at the forefront of things, using  
sophisticated technology to assess risk... 
ultimately I think I have been paying you  
a lot of money for nothing.”

“The service is very efficient...on several 
occasions they have arranged short-term 
financing with little notice, on reduced 
timeframes, and without much fuss...”

How much value is being delivered? 
The erosion in client portfolio value, 
coupled with instances of less than perfect 
responsiveness to clients, has resulted 
in growing questions around how much 
real value is delivered. In the information 
age, when significant numbers of poten-
tial clients are ‘doing it themselves’, this 
a strategic challenge in terms of industry 
profitability and sustainability. 

This need for the wealth managers to ‘up 
their value game’ is all about clients’ per-
ceptions, which directly impacts competi-
tive positioning. Leading industry players 
have already embarked on a journey to 
transform their client value propositions, 
and to understand what clients really value 
and how much they really value it. 

Having analysed the results of thousands 
of high-net-worth value surveys, we con-
clude that clients perceive value in different 
ways and that wealth managers must un-
derstand trade-offs in value in order to set 

prices. We see increased use of advanced 
economic sampling and analytic tech-
niques, such as conjoint analysis for propo-
sition testing within client bases, to identify 
value drivers at specific sub-segment levels 
that influence a client’s willingness  
to pay for advice and other services. 

Adapting pricing 
Client service is currently eclipsing perfor-
mance as the top priority of the wealthy. 
Wealth managers will need to improve the 
quality of client experience, across all  
aspects of the service delivery infrastruc-
ture. Quality service is something the 
wealthy are willing to pay for, but only if 
promises are kept and service is delivered. 

Combined with changes in population 
demographics and increasing commoditi-
sation of product, in the clients’ eyes, we 
believe pricing will need to become more 
sophisticated in future. We already see 
some institutions exploring different oppor-
tunities to optimise the economics of their 
value chain and to adopt more transparent 
fair-value pricing practices.

The awakening giant brings a strategic 
challenge for the industry, but also an  
extraordinary opportunity for those who 
can transform their business and gain com-
petitive advantage. We see leading institu-
tions forging a new client value proposition, 
which provides metrics and measures on 
client promises kept and value delivered.
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Operations and technology

04

Cost pressures are severe and much more effective 
approaches to cost management are required.  

Respondents are at different stages of their operational evolution. 
Many continue to run legacy systems and manual processes.
Technology budgets are being directed to better support client 
relationship managers and the front-end client experience.
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Participants are at different stages in 
the technology investment cycle. Most 
are now making transformational 
investments to replace legacy 
processes and systems, aiming to 
achieve significant productivity gains 
and to comply with new regulations. 
Some are pulling ahead
Many survey respondents are in a major 
technology investment cycle at a time 
when cost pressures are increasing. They 
are addressing operational inefficiencies 
caused by having legacy platforms and, for 
global players, the issue of having differ-
ent technology platforms across multiple 
geographic locations. The catalyst making 
wealth managers invest in technology 
now is a combination of changing client 
demands, new regulations and a legacy  
of under investment.

More than a quarter of the industry still 
operates older systems, augmented by 
manual processes, which are often backed 
by spreadsheets and simple desktop data-
bases. Aside from inefficiency, these tend 
to have weak security, are outside business 
continuity frameworks and can become 

unusable when people leave. For the major-
ity of firms taking steps now to resolve these 
challenges, the effort is at best described as 
work in progress. 

Our survey shows that some wealth manag-
ers’ technology infrastructure investments 
are beginning to pull ahead of others. A 
small number, 5%, report that they have 
already implemented new solutions, which 
are now stable. Some 22% indicate that 
they have adaptable efficient technology 
platforms and processes, and are begin-
ning to make significant productivity gains. 
Respondents have been concentrating on 
improving their back and middle offices and 
will soon switch their attention to the front 
office. Over the next two years, there will 
be a significant improvement in availability 
of front-office client support technology in 
their organisations. Please see Fig. 18.

After a period of investment constraint, 
budgets are now being restored. Technology 
budgets have risen in the past two years 
for 60% of our respondents and 42% of 
respondents have increased their opera-
tional budget. 

 

Figure 18: Budget priorities 
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In two years’ time
Now

Supporting and enabling business growth

Becoming a more client focused organisation

Cost reduction through enhanced efficiency

Achieving more standard business process

Ensuring legal and regulatory compliance

Increasing capability of organisation to change

Creating centre of process excellence

Setting up new operations/branches

Sum of weighted ranked responses

 

Currently, what are your top priorities for when you consider allocating your operational 
budget? What do you think will be your top three priorities in the next two years?

Technology budgets have risen in the past two years  
for 60% of our respondents and 42% of respondents  
have increased their operational budgets. 

60% 42%
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Operating models are being 
transformed
Wealth managers are now refining their 
operating models to make it easier for 
businesses to grow, reduce costs through 
greater efficiency and become more 
focussed on client needs and meeting 
regulatory requirements. They are concen-
trating on standardising business processes 
and making sure they can respond to new 
legal and regulatory compliance require-
ments. Our survey respondents told us 
that in the next two years they expect to 
continue to direct their budgets towards 
supporting revenue growth and developing 
more client-focussed organisations. Some 
participants anticipated also having to deal 
with the operating issues associated with 
integrating acquisitions.

Corresponding with this quest for 
efficiency, respondents are seeking to 
centralise support processes, using internal 
shared services utilities, business-specific 
centres of excellence and outsourcing. 
Outsourcing is expected to rise in relative 
importance. Additionally, as wealth manag-
ers develop new onshore and offshore 
growth markets, they expect to adapt their 
operating models to meet new infrastruc-
ture requirements. 

Expanding into new markets certainly 
brings new operating challenges. New 
legal entities based in different locations 
will need to share operational and systems 
infrastructures and coordinate outsourc-
ing/joint ventures. Most importantly, they 
will need to take into account the vary-
ing regulatory requirements of different 
jurisdictions. 

The wealth management industry needs to  
work on improving its track record of successfully  
implementing complex technology and operational 
improvements.  
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Technology set to be used to  
improve client service
In the future, wealth managers plan to 
upgrade front-office technology to better 
support CRMs to give clients a better service 
and to evidence regulatory compliance. 

In the next two years, improving technol-
ogy tools for CRMs will be a priority, as will 
making client reporting better. Enhancing 
management information, particularly 
regarding compliance obligations and client 
information, will also rise in importance.

As smart phones, tablets and other digital 
devices become more common, respon-
dents’ utilisation of online and mobile chan-
nels will become more important. Providing 
clients with internet-based access to their 
information will require a combination of 
new and existing skills, channels, as well as 
embracing the capabilities of social media. 

As wealth managers set about improv-
ing front-office technology, they are 
concentrating on software and databases, 
portfolio management/investment advice 
tools, client risk assessment tools and sales 
support tools. These tools often interface 
with advanced middleware and data struc-

tures. Increasingly, data storage and data 
transport architectures are becoming the 
secret of technology success. Outsourc-
ing and asset servicing organisations are 
giving wealth management organisations 
the opportunity to save costs by using 
their tools and capabilities, rather than 
building expensive solutions internally. 
By leveraging their scale, outsourcing 
providers are offering significant savings. 
But the devil is often in the detail, and 
service level agreements are critically 
important especially when client service 
and regulatory compliance issues are at 
stake. 

Our respondents have mixed views about 
the usefulness of cloud computing, prob-
ably due to unfamiliarity and potential 
doubts over data security. But we think 
its use will inevitably grow as technology 
providers and outsourcing organisations 
stress its value as a cost-effective medium 
for data storage and computing. Interest-
ingly, respondents see the combination of 
cloud, data analytics and mobile devices 
as having potential for significantly 
enhancing relationships with clients. 
Please see Fig. 19.

Figure 19: Perspectives on operational and technology initiatives

Fully successfulPartially successfulUnsuccessful

Exploring cloud computing

Undertaking outsource arrangement

Core banking systems replacement

Establishing architectural standards

Undertaking shared service arrangements

20% 0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

 

For those operational/technology initiatives you have undertaken, please indicate how you 
would characterise the success of the results. 

When looking at operations and technology initiatives, the devil is in 
the details. Service levels are critically important when clients and 
regulatory compliance are at stake. 
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CRM technology skills need  
to improve
The rapid evolution of technology will chal-
lenge CRMs, who have typically shown little 
affinity for adapting to new technology. 
Consequently, CRM user/technical training 
will be essential if wealth managers are to 
exploit the potential productivity benefits 
of front-office technology investment. Only 
half of our respondents thought that their 
CRMs would be able to use technology 
properly, which means that realisation of 
anticipated benefits for investments will 
have to be carefully planned, monitored 
and tracked. Please see Fig. 20. 

Some CRMs resist new technology, often 
fearing that their employers are seeking to 
control their client contacts. Yet the shelf 
life of a contact list is finite and our research 
shows that, following the crisis, client 
loyalty is now directed more towards the 
firm rather than the individual CRM.

Substantial challenges to overcome
Wealth managers have substantial technol-
ogy and operating model challenges to 
overcome. Our respondents say their chal-
lenges include too many manual processes, 
the need for better alignment of technology 
with business priorities, and pressure for 
new applications and data management 
tools. Over the next two years, respondents 
anticipate technology’s role in meeting risk 
and compliance requirements to be a chal-
lenge, while better alignment of technology 
with the business will become even more of 
an issue. This shows what a significant task 
the industry faces as it moves to make client 
service models more focused on the needs 
of the client and compliant with new regu-
lations, while also upgrading the efficiency 
of middle and back offices and technology 
platforms. 

Figure 20: Technology perspective
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What are your current top three priorities for allocating your technology budget?



Delivering more  
business value from 
technology and  
operations is now key 
and requires prioriti-
sation of investment. 

PwC viewpoint
Managing the past,  
striving for future success

The landscape of technology and opera-
tions is changing fast. Data management, 
networking, workflow, business intelligence, 
social media, outsourcing, and cloud com-
puting are a few of the agents of trans-
formation. Aligning strategic choices with 
operations and technology architectures 
will define priorities for scarce resources, 
and require balancing client challenges 
and regulator demands. In short, decisions 
made now will determine market leadership 
and business viability in the future.

Change can come from outside financial 
services. Wealth management can leverage 
supply chain and client experience lessons 
from other industries. Lean manufactur-
ing and enhanced customer experience 
programs can be relevant across the wealth 
pyramid. 

Successful operations and technology  
infrastructure presents four characteristics: 

Business-led governance 
This starts with a business vision based 
on the strategy for growth and profitability. 
Revenue-generating functions define long-
term objectives. Infrastructure teams work 
closely with the business, including client 
relationship managers, to capture needs and 
translate them into the operating model’s 
technology cornerstones. In doing so the 
teams outline the business’s main activities, 
including functionality processes, regulatory 
and tax issues. They do this across front, 
middle and back-office infrastructures, as 
well as in key support areas on both an in-
house and globally distributed (outsourced, 
co-sourced, shared service, or captive en-
tity) basis. As a result, operational and sys-
tems infrastructure investment and change 
become more aligned to business needs. 

Understanding options and approaches 
With business and technology objectives 
properly aligned and operating in a struc-
tured governance model, wealth managers 
can select infrastructure and tool set fulfil-
ment options that meet the needs, budgets, 
timelines, and considerations of competitive 
advantage.

These options have several broad themes: 
Single package solutions, best-of-breed 
applications, outsourcing, hybrid/incremen-
tal approaches to a solution. 

Package suppliers continue develop 
products to cover more of the value chain 
and wider geographic regions. Few global 
wealth management institutions have found 
success with a “one-package-fits-all” strict-
ly commercial approach. When using single 
packages, firms have experienced difficul-
ties with different versions as implemented 
across multiple geographies. Using pack-
age solutions can certainly offload develop-
ment and maintenance responsibilities, but 
it does not address standardisation. Many 
packages are at a point in their evolution 
where the underlying code has been so 
modified over the years, and across geog-
raphies, that it has similar behaviours and 
limitations to in-house legacy systems. 

Many large banking groups with wealth 
divisions are pursing synergies and unified 
architectures, but results are slow. Institu-
tions opting for “best-of-breed” by market 
have resigned themselves to the fact that 
their operations vary so much at local levels 
that no single package satisfies all local 
business and regulatory requirements. 
Increasingly, mid-sized players are opting to 
replace their legacy systems with integrated 
packages over an extended period of time. 
However, many of these have yet to fully 
solve cross-border roll-out challenges. 

Outsourcing technology is attractive as it gives 
variable costs, ease of transition, reduced 
investment, operational risk reduction, and 
market entry. The increasing sophistication of 
outsourcing, including lift outs and joint ven-
tures will take this model to new levels.

Testing is vitally important, along with effec-
tive governance, issue tracking and reporting. 
Clearly articulating benefits is essential. 

Fact-based decision framework 
Technology transformation requires accurate 
information, taking emotion out of the pro-
cess and focusing on the facts in a structured 
decision framework with agreed weightings of 
key variables. Wealth management presents 
specific challenges that must be addressed: 
front, middle and back-office linkages, service 
levels, client privacy concerns, regulatory 
oversight and reporting are just a few.  

Human capital—retaining the right expertise 
Successful wealth managers benefit from 
retaining sector-specific expertise in core 
functions. Mere familiarity with infrastructure 
is not sufficient for making sure operations 
and technology are aligned. This requires an 
understanding of the functions’ inner workings 
and the organisation’s business dynamics. 
Clearly during any conversion or transforma-
tion, additional talent will need to be on hand. 

Conclusion 
Wealth managers will need to take a business-
led, client-centric approach in order to imple-
ment change. Addressing any difficulties that 
arise will foster success. Those that can do 
this will be able to adapt their businesses to 
take advantage of new opportunities, while re-
ducing costs and enhancing their reputations. 
Others will find themselves in a constant battle 
to maintain confidence across clients, staff and 
regulators.
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Risk management and regulation

Managing risk is central to reputation. 

Risk management systems and processes are being 
upgraded to provide integrated approaches to better 
align risk and value. Cross border standards, customer 
protection and transparency are anticipated to impact the 
front-end client experience in particular and profitability 
in general. Respondents continue to be concerned about 
the impact of increased regulation on operating costs. 
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Managing risk is central to reputation. 
Risk management systems are being 
improved to integrate management  
of risk and value creation 
Effective risk management has become 
critically important to reputation and 
the brand. Wealth managers are making 
improved risk management a priority.  
They are upgrading risk management’s role 
in the management of their businesses and 
better integrating it with value manage-
ment by linking performance and capital 
efficiency.

In wealth management and private bank-
ing, reputation is everything. It is the 
foundation of trust, bringing successive 
generations to an institution for vision and 
advice. With the media continually report-
ing breaches of trust, insider trading and 
mis-selling, clients have become wary. They 
no longer take wealth managers’ ability 
to manage their portfolios for granted but 
want evidence of competence. The relation-
ship between wealth managers and their 
clients is under stress, being challenged by 
new forces, new constraints and confronted 
with new sanctions. 

Compounding the challenges wealth 
managers face, government is imposing 
increasing layers of regulation. As regula-
tory costs mount, profitability is challenged. 
The new infrastructure, policies and proce-
dures needed to comply with regulations 
all will have a cost. Furthermore, regulators 
are creating uncertainty by announcing the 
broad principles of some new regulations, 
but leaving definition of implementation 
to a later date placing pressure on wealth 
managers to respond to meet prescribed 
deadlines.

Protecting reputation becomes  
the main concern
Reputational risk has now become the main 
issue. Given volatility, market and credit 
risk remain important, but they now rank 
below reputation risk. Please see Fig. 21.

Interestingly, given recent pressures on 
the traditional offshore business and client 
trends in the sector, strategic industry and 
business event risks were also highlighted, 
as well as product suitability, which is 
increasingly a focus on the regulatory 
agenda. 

Figure 21: Principle areas of risk
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Now

In two years’ time

Reputation risk

Market risk

Strategic industry and business event risk

Credit risk

Product suitability risk

Operational processing risk

Investment performance

People, quality, dependency, succession issues

Counterparty risk

Information and data security risk

Enhancing the risk framework

Ensuring effective controls

Client data protection risk

Internal and external fraud risk

Sum of weighted ranked responses

What are the top three principle areas of risk you expect to face now, and in two years’ time?
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An unsettling survey insight is respondents’ 
view that market and event risks over 
the coming two years remain significant, 
reflecting the state of the global economy 
and inter-related aspects of geopolitics. 

With regard to operational risk, increas-
ingly, wealth and private banking firms 
are turning to shared service centres and 
outsource providers to help manage the 
cost of in-house IT and operations, which 
in turn means that controls assurance over 
such arrangements become increasingly 
important. 

Overall, the risk rankings in our survey 
have changed significantly from our 2009 
survey, showing how the private banking 
and wealth management world has had to 
respond to new risks. Reputation risk’s top 
ranking for now and in the future contrasts 
with previous surveys when market, credit 
and client risk were pre-eminent. This 
suggests that the “new normal” in risk is 
different and distinct from the world of the 
recent past and that new risks have to be 
considered and mitigated. Please see Fig. 22.

Survey participants are now  
focussed on addressing how changing 
regulation will affect their business 
strategy, and on managing a perceived 
increase in risk across the business
The main factors influencing respondents’ 
approach to risk management are the need 
to manage the impact of new regulations 
and the increased intensity of supervision. 
Responding to this change in circumstances 
requires stronger risk management frame-
works, standards, tools, and data. Wealth 
managers recognise that the bar continues 
to rise substantially in terms of the quality 
of risk management needed to deliver on 
business strategy. 

Regulatory supervision along with the cost 
of risk management and the potential for 
direct regulatory intervention represents a 
rising implied cost on wealth managers. The 
pace at which regulation is being promul-
gated and implemented is making the situ-
ation worse. Wealth managers are getting 
little time to study emerging regulation 
and introduce a range of measures to adapt 
their business and operating models. 

Figure 22: Top risk drivers 
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Changes in regulatory requirements / developments / intensity of supervision

 Pre-requisite for delivery of business strategy

 Perceived increase in risk

Head office/parent requirement

Increasing/changing client expectations and demands

Perceived source of competitive advantage

Reaction to an industry trend

Need for increased capital requirements

Reaction to external loss events

Audit committee/non-executive directors’ pressures

Increased incidence of losses internally

What are the top regulatory and compliance issues for your organisation currently?

Sum of weighted ranked responses
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Risk management rises up the 
corporate agenda 
While respondents described their 
approach to risk management as based 
primarily on regulatory compliance and 
preventing losses, they expect this to 
change significantly over the next two 
years. They anticipate concentrating more 
on stakeholder value, and integrated risk 
and value management, directly linking the 
performance of the business with capital 
allocation efficiency. They expect to have 
a sharper focus on risk quantification and 
alignment, which they see as helping to 
achieve business objectives. 

The CEO is expected to play a greater 
role in risk management, as sponsor and 
promoter of integrated enterprise-wide risk 
management programs. They are expected 
to lead development of stronger risk-based 
cultures, take responsibility for regulatory 
compliance and provide the final sign-off  
at all levels within the business. 

In terms of current priorities, survey partici-
pants are focusing on improving front-office 
controls. Addressing this area of weakness 
should build greater levels of oversight and 
control, backed by suitable documentation, 
in the area of product suitability and CRM 
conduct. Among other priorities, manage-
ment oversight and back office controls 
remain important, especially as the regula-
tory compliance bar rises. As regulators 
turn their attention from the front office 
to the product development areas, respon-
dents are strengthening oversight of the 
back office and extending product support 
capabilities, both internally and externally. 
Clearly, wealth managers are challenged 
with reacting to the regulations designed to 
protect consumers that are sweeping across 
the industry. These are intended to make 
sure that clients invest only in products 
that meet their objectives, and reduce the 
potential for mis-selling. 

Reflecting tougher regulation, 71% of 
respondents have reviewed their risk 
management frameworks within the 

last six months. They see the benefit of 
stronger risk management, citing this as 
a means of enhancing and protecting a 
firm’s brand and reputation. Additionally, 
they can see the advantages of greater risk 
awareness across the organisation. Even 
in a constrained budgetary environment 
respondents stated that new regulatory 
requirements must be funded. A lot of data 
collection and management initiatives are 
being launched under the guise of regula-
tory compliance. Improvements in quality 
control, leading to reduced errors, were 
cited as important objectives. 

Interestingly, our research showed that 
clients have now started to judge wealth 
managers partly by the quality of their risk 
management and control environment.  
As well as more frequent contact with their 
CRMs, they would also like more evidence 
of effective controls. This is a big change 
from our 2009 survey. Our results show 
that 35% of clients request controls assur-
ance reports, and 39% ask for evidence of 
performance track records.

Such short timeframes raise tension, 
create expense in the form of temporary 
non-strategic solutions, while maintaining 
compliance and legal reviews. This means 
that organisations need to move quickly 
when details are finally released. 

Respondents also believe that risk has 
risen across their businesses in some areas. 
The spectrum of perceived risk includes 
client data theft, greater requirements 
for offshore transparency and increased 
product suitability risk.

 

71% of respondents have reviewed their risk management 
frameworks within the last six months. 71%
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Consumer protection and  
cross border legislation become 
burning issues
During the last few years, governments 
have introduced new regulations at coun-
try, regional (e.g., the European Union) 
and global levels (e.g., Basel III regulatory 
framework). The pace and complexity of 
regulation shows no sign of slowing down 
for the foreseeable future. So it is not 
surprising that respondents view anticipat-
ing and managing increasing regulatory 
requirements as a critical issue. For the first 
time, this affects every market facing aspect 
of their businesses, including their capital 
allocations and office locations. Please see 
Fig. 23.

In particular, respondents are concerned 
about the wider consumer protection 
agenda. They highlighted issues such as 
the revised MiFID directive and associ-
ated greater transparency in pricing, and 
the emphasis on training and competence 
requirements. In the UK, respondents high-
lighted the upcoming Retail Distribution 

Review, which requires that wealth manag-
ers charge for advice rather than simply 
taking product commissions. Similarly, in 
the US, the Dodd–Frank Act is an area of 
concern. The Act requires that hedge and 
private equity fund advisors register with 
the Securities and Exchange Commission 
(SEC) for the first time. It also regulates 
incentive based compensation, while intro-
ducing whistleblower incentives and new 
fiduciary standards for broker-dealers.

Anti-money laundering rules and enhanced 
know-your-client (KYC) rules, along with 
meeting more stringent cross-border bank-
ing requirements, fulfilling tax transpar-
ency requirements (including those of the 
US Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act 
[FATCA] and the Basel III capital require-
ments), are all increasing the expense of 
regulation. The incipient way that regula-
tions are studied, drafted and released is 
fostering considerable uncertainty among 
wealth managers. Clients are unlikely to 
show much sympathy if wealth managers 
face regulatory challenges or penalties  
arising even from unintentional failures. 

Figure 23: Regulatory specific concerns

Very concernedConcernedNot concernedNot at all concerned
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For the current areas of regulatory and compliance focus, please indicate your level of concern in 
these areas:

Greater transparency in pricing

Conflict of interests

Increased product regulation

FATCA

RDR

Compensation

Consumer protection agenda

Data privacy and data protection

Training and competence requirements

Meeting more stringent cross border banking requirements

Enhanced know your client (KYC) requirements

Anticipating and managing increasing regulatory requirements

Basel III capital requirements

UCITS IV

Dodd-Frank

Anti-money laundering (AML)

Enhanced MIFID

More regulatory convergence across borders

Meeting tax transparency requirements
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When we asked respondents how 
concerned they were about different pieces 
of regulation, they reported high levels of 
anxiety across many areas. Over 50% were 
very concerned about regulations specifi-
cally affecting the offshore market, such as 
observing tax transparency rules, coping 
with more regulatory convergence across 
borders and abiding by more stringent 
cross-border banking capital requirements.

FATCA is a particular challenge, requiring 
non-US financial institutions and non-
financial entities to agree with the Internal 
Revenue Service (IRS) to perform due dili-
gence procedures to determine if they have 
any US accounts. They must then report 
specific information about the holders of 
these accounts. Any institutions that have 
not entered into an agreement with the IRS 
by the end of 2012 will incur 30% withhold-
ing tax payments across their portfolios. 
So wealth managers need to scan all their 
legal entities and business structures to 
identify US account holders and US revenue 
sources, collect corresponding documenta-
tion, report detailed information to the IRS 
and withhold FATCA tax where applicable. 
Many implementation related issues relat-
ing to FATCA still need to be addressed by 
the regulator, and implementation is likely 
to be both challenging and costly.

Anxiety about the cost of  
regulation increases
The mounting burden of regulation is 
having a material effect on costs bases.  
A third of respondents indicated that 
regulation would have a significant impact 
on their operating costs and as a result the 
profitability of their business. An additional 
57% conceded that it would have at least 
some impact. Only 10% believed that it 
would have a minimal impact. Please see 
Fig. 24.

In spite of the potential for cost reduction, 
few global respondents actually coordinate 
their responses to new regulations across 
multiple business units and geographies. 
This is surprising given that cross-border 
standards are converging in some areas and 
this would foster development of a broader 
common understanding. Currently, only 
40% coordinate their responses, which 
shows the potential for savings that exists, 
especially for larger institutions. 

Despite the adverse financial impact, 57% 
of respondents still believe new regulation 
is beneficial. A further third have a neutral 
position on the subject. The regulatory 
agenda is broad, with a myriad of new 
compliance requirements and is putting 
pressure on risk and compliance functions,

 Figure 24: Regulatory impact
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How has the degree and type of regulation impacted your operating costs now and in two 
years’ time?

The regulatory agenda is increasingly complex, challenging, costly, 
and will drive business and operations for the foreseeable future. 
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and requiring contribution and coordina-
tion across of multiple departments to 
develop solutions. Some wealth managers 
are having difficulty dealing with the extent 
and uncertainty around change, along with 
managing the challenges of implementa-
tion. Recent litigation and fines are becom-
ing more public with impacts on a firm’s 
reputation. Regulators are also becoming 
more demanding and less forgiving than in 
the past and will demand greater evidence 
of compliance. 

Respondents told us they are struggling to 
understand exactly how regulations will 
apply to their firms and exactly what risks 
they pose. Identifying, hiring, introducing 
and retaining key staff at operational and 
supervisory levels is proving a considerable 
challenge. Securing this human capital is 
vital to maintain control and support opera-
tional processes, as well as governance and 
oversight. In a difficult financial environ-
ment, wealth managers are being forced 
to simultaneously invest in human capital, 
new policies and procedures, training, 
assessment, quality control and enabling 
technology. Another area of concern is 
global client privacy and especially the 
disclosure of client-specific information 
across borders to foreign regulators. 

How the industry is responding 
To understand where respondents are 
focusing their energies and scarce resources 
in response to the challenge of regulation, 
we asked them to list in order of importance 
the specific action steps they are taking to 
comply with regulations. Please see Fig. 25.

They reported several stages of activity. 
These included enhancing front-office 
controls, with elimination of control breaks, 
manual processes and spreadsheets. Addi-
tionally, they are training CRMs to raise 
their professional standards. Respondents 
regard technology as a tool for making 
compliance easier, with data management 
crucial for successful regulatory compli-
ance. Almost 50% of respondents indicate 
they are introducing new technology 
systems and supporting infrastructure to 
improve their ability to comply with the 
coming wave of regulations. 

One point that respondents make repeatedly 
is that at some point the cost of compliance 
becomes too high, creating opportunities for 
outsourcing and technology firms. In terms 
of cost, offshore participants are focusing 
on the issue of tax transparency, developing 
country-specific procedures manuals and 
coordinating relationship managers’ travel 

patterns centrally. This enables them to 
manage the issues of appropriate jurisdic-
tional presence and tax liability. 

But not all the industry is ready for new 
regulation. Only 15% of respondents 
viewed themselves as prepared. The major-
ity, 66%, of our respondents indicated their 

preparations were either largely complete 
or that they were reviewing their progress. 
Of concern is that fully 18% are actually 
behind their expectations or have not 
started preparing. Some of these respon-
dents indicated they are waiting for greater 
clarity on evolving regulation but know that 
they must act soon. 

Almost 50% of respondents indicate they are introducing new technology systems and  
supporting infrastructure as a means of improving their ability to comply with regulations. 50%

Figure 25: Steps undertaken to address regulatory challenges
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Enhancing front office controls

Undertaking front office training

 Using IT tools as enablers

Developing country specific procedures manuals

Raising the issue of tax transparency with clients

Central co-ordination and management of relationship managers travel patterns

0% 20 40 60 80 100%

Which of the following steps are you taking to meet our increased regulatory and 
compliance obligations?



PwC viewpoint
Regulation becomes  
a strategic and  
operational issue

The unprecedented regulatory change 
underway across financial services globally 
has common themes for wealth manage-
ment. It affects capital requirements, tax 
outcomes and the customer experience. 
New regulations are now influencing  
business strategy at every dimension.

Preparing for regulatory change is no longer 
a simple matter of technical compliance 
but involves extensive business redesign, 
technology, processes and operations. The 
wide-ranging, complex and inter-dependent 
impacts of new regulation, and the immedi-
acy resulting from regulators’ more intrusive 
approach and greater enforcement powers, 
have created a series of high-level executive 
issues:

•	 Navigating an increasingly complex 
global web of regulatory change— 
where the devil is truly in the details

•	 Understanding where the business  
actually makes money, and the growth 
and cost levers that can affect change

•	 Grasping how detailed reporting require-
ments will affect systems, data, risk 
analytics, and management information

Cross-border challenges  
Cross-border compliance continues to be 
an important issue for international institu-
tions. Failure to comply can lead to fines, 
loss of licenses and reputational damage. 

In the US, the Foreign Account Tax Com-
pliance Act (FATCA) requires disclosure of 
cross-border client ownership of US securi-
ties and has a significant impact on all non-
US financial institutions. Critically, while the 
enabling legislation stated FATCA’s objec-

tive and sanctions in clear terms of with-
holding penalties, the detailed rules are still 
being promulgated. Once they are finalised 
and reported, there will be limited oppor-
tunity for review. New regulation demon-
strates that the US Report of Foreign Bank 
and Financial Accounts (FBAR) and EU 
Markets in Financial Instruments Directive 
(MiFID) were only the first wave of demand-
ing regulation. 

Regulatory overlap is a real challenge  
The Swiss Financial Market Supervisory  
Authority (FINMA) published a paper outlin-
ing their expectation that banks analyse 
legal and reputational risks, and take 
measures to minimize and eliminate risks 
in cross-border banking activities. This is a 
challenging area with real pressure from for-
eign tax authorities and regulators. Offshore 
activities in many countries will have to be 
normalised across markets. Greater compli-
ance with foreign rules concerning market 
access, legal and jurisdictional challenges 
have resulted in development of country-
specific manuals, training and education to 
aid relationship managers in determining 
what they can and cannot do in the markets 
they serve. 

Regulators across the globe are moving 
to protect consumers. Whether in the EU, 
Singapore, the UK or US, regulations are 
establishing new ground rules regarding the 
conduct of wealth managers in areas such 
as sales, product suitability, and disclosure 
and advisor competency standards. In the 
UK, the Retail Distribution Review goes 
even further and requires a shift in tradi-
tional business models and pricing away 
from product-based commissions to fees 
for advice. 

Consumer protection in wealth  
management  
Some regulators are becoming much more 
proactive when assessing firms. They are 
focusing on product governance, scrutinis-
ing the whole product lifecycle from start to 
finish, rather than just focusing on clients 
and distribution and activity at points-of-
sale. Regulators will increasingly demand 
that wealth managers develop products 
that are suitable for target markets. They 
will require products sold to clients to 
behave as expected over time. So wealth 
managers must introduce response frame-
works and robust documentary evidence in 
important areas such as product approval, 
market conduct and advisor competency.

Regulators are emphasising that advisors 
conduct business with higher levels of 
integrity and professionalism. Appropriate 
standards of competence and knowledge 
will help wealth managers achieve this 
objective. Two ways in which they are rais-
ing professional standards are upgrading 
competency frameworks and higher advisor 
certification standards.

Conclusion 
Wealth managers face more regulatory re-
quirements than ever before. In areas such 
as cross-border banking, suitability and 
conduct risk, regulators will be watching 
how firms develop and approve products, 
and how they make sure that products fit 
clients’ needs. Regulatory scrutiny will only 
increase and institutions that are able to 
successfully meet requirements will take 
market share from those that fail to antici-
pate change or keep up. Firms who get it 
right will build credibility with regulators and 
impress clients who are demanding trusted 
and competent advisors with higher levels 
of professionalism.

The onshore and 
offshore private 
banking and wealth 
management industry 
is now at the forefront 
of regulatory driven 
business model change.
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North America

Bahamas
Barbados 
Bermuda
British Virgin Islands
Canada
Cayman Islands
Mexico 
Panama
Puerto Rico
United States

The 2011 survey gathered insights and perspectives 
on critical aspects of the challenges confronting 
participants, with a host of different operating 
models and businesses across all segments of 
wealth management.

Their combined responses yield a fascinating self 
portrait of global wealth management both now 
and into the coming years. 

PwC’s 2011 Global Private Banking and Wealth 
Management Survey, as in years past, reflects the 
changing industry landscape and adds our own 
point of view to provide the global wealth manage-
ment community with an independent framework 
that can be used to guide further analysis and 
thought around how to better evolve business today 
to better serve the needs of clients tomorrow.

Background to the 2011 Survey 

2011  
participating  
countries

Client evolution:  
The client is cautious, smart, less  
trusting and loyal and now demanding  
better service and clearer value

The impact of regulation:  
A much more demanding regulatory  
agenda will continue to challenge  
existing business models

Operational excellence:  
Far greater operational efficiency  
and effectiveness are required

Change is the reality:  
Standing still is no longer an option.  
Being able to see beyond the pressures  
of today and implement effective  
change is critical

South America

Argentina
Brazil
Chile
Paraguay
Peru
Uruguay

Africa

South Africa

Asia /Pacific

Australia 
China
Hong Kong
India
Indonesia
Japan
Korea
Malaysia
New Zealand
Philippines
Singapore
Taiwan
Thailand
Vietnam

Middle East

Bahrain
Egypt
Iraq
Israel
Lebanon
Oman
Qatar
Saudi Arabia
United Arab Emirates

Europe

Andorra
Austria
Belgium
Cyprus
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Gibraltar
Greece
Guernsey
Ireland 
Isle of Man
Italy

Jersey 
Liechenstein
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Portugal 
Russia
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
Ukraine
United Kingdom
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The 2011 Global Private Banking and Wealth 
Management Survey is our broadest and 
most significant assessment of the nature 
and pace of change in the wealth and private 
banking industry to date. 

It encompasses all aspects of private banking 
and wealth management and focuses on 
wealth at every level from a holistic perspec-
tive of what is shaping the industry as well 
as how it impacts those serving the wealthy. 
Our definition of wealth management has 
always been broad, and this year it is even 
more expansive. We included institutions 
that serve the wealthy, manage and adminis-
ter their assets. 

This broad approach has provided us with 
a substantial range of insights from private 
banks, wealth managers, family offices, trust 
companies, insurance firms, asset servicers, 
private client groups at broker-dealers, 
universal banks, and other service providers. 

As in prior years, we also surveyed a number 
of wealthy individuals and families world-
wide and captured their perspectives around 
those that provide services to them. 

Our multi-disciplinary, structured approach 
to analysing the complex respondent 
data enabled PwC to develop a non-linear 

perspective and look at wealth manage-
ment from the business executive’s 
perspective. This encompassed far more 
than just analysing data and involved 
reflecting on the very nature of change and 
its characteristics and consequences for the 
wealth marketplace. 

As in prior years, the 2011 Global Private 
Banking and Wealth Management Survey 
is open to all members of the community. 
There is no charge for participation, other 
than the time it takes an organisation to 
respond. No person or organisation spon-
sors the survey. All information is admin-
istered and retained in a highly secure 
and non-attributable manner. Participants 
represent a broad spectrum of industry 
respondents. Again this year, we were 
pleased by the number of direct requests 
for participation. 

Each survey builds on our prior work which 
gives us a unique year-on-year perspective 
across a common set of indices. This is 
enhanced with a substantial refresh and 
revision process which helps us update 
our approach, refine content and capture 
nuances in the market and evolution of  
the private banking and wealth manage-
ment space. 

Background to the 2011 Survey 

EMEA
62%

Americas
24%

Asia Pacific
13%

What is the primary location for which you are responding?

Figure 26: Territory breakdown
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Less than US $100,000

US $100,000 to less 
than US $500,000

US $500,000 to less 
than US $1 million

US $1 million to less 
than US $5 million

US $5 million 
to less than 
US $10 million 

US $10 million to less 
than US $50 million

US $50 million to less 
than US $100 million

US $100 million to less 
than US $500 million

US $500 million to less 
than US $1 billion

More than US $1 billion

Based on respondents’ answers to the survey, we analysed how they saw 
concentrations of wealth in their business.

Participation 
This year participation increased sub-
stantially. Please see Fig. 26 on the  
previous page. 

Global participation was up on an individ-
ual country basis as well as the number of 
participants including many of the signifi-
cant global members of the private banking 
and wealth management community. This 
year 275 participants from 67 countries 
participated in the survey. These respon-
dents serve the high-net-worth community 
at every level across a broad product and 
service spectrum. Operationally, they 
represent a mix of domestic, regional, 
onshore and offshore business models,  
all focused on helping their clients manage 
wealth for the near- and long-term. 

We offered the survey in Mandarin Chinese 
and were delighted at the extent of the 
results. More broadly, in this survey we 
focused heavily on emerging markets with 
many countries participating for the first 
time. Overall participation in these markets 
expanded significantly compared to 2009, 
e.g., India, Brazil and China. 

Integrity and structure of the survey 
A key differentiator of this year’s survey 
in comparison with prior years was the 
structure and format of the questions and 
the branching and routing capability of the 
on-line survey navigation and routing tool. 

In addition, we provided on-line help, FAQs 
and drop down definitions throughout the 
survey to make sure that all respondents 
were operating with a common basis of 
understanding. A significant improvement 
in the use of web-enabled structuring 
increased accuracy and led to a higher 
degree of participation by respondents  
and a better overall quality of response. 

Respondents shared their perceptions 
around the concentration of wealth in  
their businesses. Please see Fig. 27.

 

Figure 27: Concentration of wealth
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How we categorised wealth
Our survey continues to use the wealth 
management segment pyramid we have 
used for many years. 

This year in response to participant 
feedback and in an effort to capture a 
broader and more diverse perspective on 
the marketplace, we have expanded our 
categories of wealth. These range from the 
mass affluent to the ultra high-net-worth 
and include family offices and multi-
family offices. Therefore, we expanded our 
wealth tiers to reflect what our respon-
dents were telling us. Please see Fig. 28.

We also refined the nature of relationships 
involved to reflect assets under manage-
ment and assets under administration, to 
garner a more complete perspective on the 
services and relationships private banks 
and wealth managers bring to market. 

 

Continued information and insights 
This report is the first release from our 
2011 Global Private Banking and Wealth 
Management Survey. We plan to publish 
additional supplements, in both print and 
web versions, that will focus on specific 
topics in greater depth together with more 
detailed data analytics.

All participants in the survey will receive 
analysis in return for providing their  
valuable time to complete the survey 
questionnaire. 

PwC can make further detailed analysis 
available including non-attributable indus-
try comparisons covering: type of organisa-
tion, size, geographic reach and service 
offerings, tailored to specific request. 

Survey releases and additional information 
and materials will be made available on the 
web at www.pwc.com/wealth.

Figure 28: Wealth pyramid
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The ISU led the design, development and admin-
istration of the questions and the analysis of the 
data for the PwC Global Private Banking and 
Wealth Management Survey, as they have for the 
last 20 years. Please see Fig. 29.

With more than 150 quantitative and qualitative 
analysts, PwC UK’s ISU is an industry-leading 
team, which conducts global market research on 
behalf of PwC and also major global institutions 
and governments. For the 2011 survey, the ISU 
provided 24x7 support for all our respondents 
and operated in a highly secure ISO standard 
environment, governed by the Market Research 
Code of Conduct. The ISU is critical to our 
commitment that all respondent identification 
and information is kept confidential and that 
analysis is conducted on a non-attributable basis 
within strict guidelines and a rigorous analytical 
framework. 

The ISU is also key in supporting the quality of 
the survey analysis and has constantly worked to 
improve and enhance the survey, improving the 
ease of operations and enhancing the accuracy of 
the underlying data. 

PwC’s specialist, industry-leading International Survey Unit (ISU)

Figure 29: International Survey Unit, PwC UK 
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World-class research capability

• 150 research consultants 
• 200+ multi-lingual interviewers
• Globally centralized operations
• Multi-channel execution
   (Face-to-face, phone, online)

Global, cost-effective 
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PwC services for private banks  
and wealth managers

Strategy and Performance
- Strategic options analysis

-  Corporate finance, valuations, 
integration and transaction support

-  Market and client 
segmentation analysis

-  Sustainability strategy advice

-  Revenue growth strategy

-  Client insight surveying

-  Sales and channel strategy

-  Loyalty management

Human Resources
- Talent management strategy

- Reward and compensation

-  International mobility and 
tax compliance

-  CRM training – technical  
and core soft skills

-  Employee satisfaction surveys

-  HR benchmarking

-  Work force restructuring

Regulation and Compliance
- Regulatory risk assessments

- Compliance remediation

-  Compliance function 
effectiveness

- Regulatory support

Risk Management
-  Market, credit and operational 

risk management

-  Compliance and regulation

-  Capital risk management

-  Forensic services

Taxation
- Corporate structuring

-  Structured finance and complex 
transaction support

- Tax strategy and compliance

- HR and employment-related tax

- Expatriate taxation

- Product design and launch

- Family office support

- Private client services

Assurance
-  Audit services

-  Accounting advice

-  Controls assurance

-  Controls reporting

-  Governance advice

-  Corporate reporting

-  Internal audit

Operations
-  Cost reduction and  

operational effectiveness

-  Operating model design 
and transformation

-  Controls optimisation

-  Offshoring, outsourcing 
and shared services support

-  Post merger integration services

-  Process re-engineering

-  Business model transformation

Technology
-  Business requirements definition

-  IT risk management

-  Systems selection, evaluation 
and integration

-  Data security and IT 
controls reviews

-  IT cost control and optimisation

-  E-enablement

-  Enterprise solutions

-  IT strategy
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2011 Survey themes

Client evolution:  
The client is cautious, smart, less trusting  
and loyal, and now demanding better  
service and clearer value

The impact of regulation:  
A much more demanding regulatory agenda will 
continue to challenge existing business models

Operational excellence:  
Far greater operational efficiency and  
effectiveness are required

Change is the reality:  
Standing still is no longer an option. Being  
able to see beyond the pressures of today and 
implement effective change is critical 
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